The dark current produced by neutron irradiation in CMOS Image Sensors (CIS) is investigated. Several CIS with different photodiode types and pixel pitches are irradiated with various neutron energies and fluences to study the influence of each of these optical detector and irradiation parameters on the dark current distribution. An empirical model is tested on the experimental data and validated on all the irradiated optical imagers. This model is able to describe all the presented dark current distributions with no parameter variation for neutron energies of 14 MeV or higher, regardless of the optical detector and irradiation characteristics. For energies below 1 MeV, it is shown that a single parameter has to be adjusted because of the lower mean damage energy per nuclear interaction. This model and these conclusions can be transposed to any silicon based solidstate optical imagers such as CIS or Charged Coupled Devices (CCD). This work can also be used when designing an optical imager instrument, to anticipate the dark current increase or to choose a mitigation technique.
Introduction
CMOS Image Sensors (CIS) [1] [2] [3] , also called Active Pixel Sensors (APS), have become the main detector technology for optical imaging systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] in consumer and high-end scientific applications [4] [5] [6] . These optical sensors are exposed to harsh radiation environments in a wide variety of imaging applications (medical imaging [4] [5] [6] [7] , space remote sensing [8, 9] , nuclear power plant monitoring, inertial confinement fusion plasma diagnostics [10, 11] ). These radiation environments contain particles (e.g. electrons, neutrons, protons) which can severely degrade the performance of optical [12] and optoelectronic [13] systems such as Charged Coupled Devices (CCD) or CMOS Image Sensors (CIS) [10, [14] [15] [16] . In CIS, the particles can produce temporary or destructive Single Event Effects (SEE) [17] , but also cumulative effects which lead to the permanent degradation of key performances of the optical detector such as the sensitivity, the dynamic range, the dark current [18, 19] or also the charge transfer efficiency in Pinned PhotoDiode (PPD) CIS [20] . The dark current is particularly problematic for low-light optical sensing such as space imaging or inertial confinement fusion plasma diagnostics because it limits the sensitivity of the optical detector (it defines the smallest observable light signal) and increases the shot noise in the pixels (because the dark current acts as a parasitic source of charges).
In this work, the radiation-induced dark current is investigated in CIS with two different pixel types: either three transistor (3T) pixel optical imagers [ Fig. 1(a) ] with conventional photodiodes (simple PN junction) or 4T-pixel Pinned PhotoDiode (PPD) optical imagers [ Fig.  1(b) ]. Two different processes can contribute to the radiation-induced dark current in CIS: the ionization and the displacement damage. The ionization (not depicted in the schematic and not studied in this work), corresponds to the production of electron-hole pairs within the silicon oxide by a charged particle, which increases the silicon-oxide interface state density [21] . These states introduce energy levels in the bandgap of the silicon at the oxide interface, and act as Shockley Read Hall Recombination-Generation (SRH R-G) centers [22] . These centers produce dark current if they are located in a space charge region (i.e. in the depleted volume of the pixel). The ionization, quantified by the Total Ionizing Dose (TID), leads to a homogeneous dark current increase in all the pixels of the irradiated CIS [21] .
On the other hand, the displacement damage corresponds to the production of Frenkel pairs (vacancies and interstitials) in the silicon bulk when the incident particle displaces a silicon atom (called the Primary Knock-on Atom (PKA)). The PKA can displace many other atoms until coming to rest (which are called recoils), forming a damage cascade with sub-cascades [23] . The vacancies may combine together or with impurities to form stable silicon bulk defects, which act as SRH R-G centers and generate dark current if located in the depleted volume on the pixels. Displacement damage is quantified by the Displacement Damage Dose (DDD), which is the displacement damage energy deposited per unit mass in the pixels (product of the fluence and the Non-Ionizing Energy Loss (NIEL)). Displacement damage can happen either by Coulombic scattering (only for charged particles), nuclear scattering or nuclear capture. The latter can produce Neutron Transmutation Doping in silicon [24] , but its effect on the dark current is considered negligible at the fluences and neutron energies studied in this work. Nuclear scattering interactions are much more energetic than Coulombic scattering interactions and produce large damage cascades which can be on the order of the depleted volume size (as shown in Fig. 1 ). Nuclear interactions are the main contribution to the displacement damage in both space (for protons above 20 MeV [25] ) and nuclear (only nuclear interactions for neutrons) environments, and are responsible for the highest dark current increases (which are also the most problematic because the damage produced by a nuclear interaction is concentrated into one pixel, leading to a very inhomogeneous dark current degradation of the CIS).
Because state-of-the-art CIS are becoming the main technology for future optical imaging applications in space [8, 9, 26, 27] or nuclear environments [10, 28, 29] , it is important to develop tools for the prediction of the radiation-induced dark current in CIS. In particular, the number, spatial distribution and dark current amplitude of the highest dark current increases need to be anticipated for various optical imagers and irradiation conditions in order to select an appropriate mitigation strategy. In this work, various CIS are irradiated in different conditions to independently study the influence of each of the following parameters on the dark current distribution: the pixel pitch, the photodiode type, the particle energy the particle fluence. The effect of the pixel pitch alone on the dark current distribution is studied for the first time on irradiated optical sensors, thanks to several pixel arrays with different pixel pitches but fabricated in a same technology and irradiated with the same particle energy and The photodiode is a simple PN junction formed by an n-type implant inside a p-type epitaxy layer. The readout circuit contains three transistors to convert the collected charge into voltage. A damage cascade produced by a nuclear interaction from an incident neutron is represented. It is constituted by many sub-cascades, with regions of dense damage at the end of the recoil trajectories. (b) Schematic of a Pinned photodiode (PPD) of a 4T-pixel. The PPD is formed by a double P+NP junction, where the P+ pinning implant protects the photodiode from the oxide interface (the depleted volume does not touch the oxide) which provides a very low dark current. The readout circuit is similar to the one in the 3T-pixel. The fourth transistor is the transfer gate used to transfer the collected charges towards the floating diffusion (and to keep the depleted volume isolated from the oxide during image integration to provide a low dark current). A part of the damage cascade is located outside the depleted volume and will not contribute to the dark current. These border effects can modify the characteristics of the dark current distribution shape in very small pixel pitch image sensors. particle fluence. The effect of each parameter is studied with the help of an empirical model [30] for the radiation-induced dark current generated by nuclear interactions (detailed in the following section). With this approach, it is possible to demonstrate that there are no significant border effects (damage cascades spreading outside the depleted volume as shown in Fig. 1(b) , or over several pixels) down to pixel pitches of 4.5 µm. Additionally, it will be shown that a property of the dark current distribution changes at low particle energy due to the lower mean damage energy per nuclear interaction, and that this effect can be reproduced by the empirical model. In addition to using the model to appreciate the effect of the optical imager and radiation parameters, it will be shown that the model accurately calculates the dark current distributions for all the optical sensors irradiated in this work. Moreover, the tested dose range covers most of the space missions end-of-life fluences and takes a step towards the very high fluences expected in Inertial Confinement Fusion experiment such as the National Ignition Facility or the Laser Mégajoule [10] . Consequently, this work validates the model on a broad range of optical imager features and radiation conditions and demonstrates that the model can be used to predict the dark current increase in various optical imager instruments for scientific applications in radiation environments.
Empirical model and testing procedure on the experimental data
The empirical model was developed in [30] from experimental radiation-induced dark current distributions of 3T-pixel CIS irradiated with high-energy neutrons (14.7 to 23 MeV) and highenergy protons (60 to 500 MeV). Two different dark current distribution shapes were observed depending on the mean amount of displacement damage per depleted volume (which is proportional to both the depleted volume of the pixels and to the DDD). An exponentiallike distribution was observed at low DDD and for small depleted volumes, and the distribution gets distorted at higher fluences or in larger volumes, turning into a Gaussian like distribution at very high fluences and in very large volumes. This transition is believed to arise from the superimposition of several dark current sources in the pixels, which could correspond either to individual defects or to nuclear interactions (if each nuclear interaction produces many defects). As suggested in most of the previous work on the radiation-induced dark current distribution due to displacement damage dose [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , it is assumed here that the distortion is due to the superimposition of nuclear events in the pixels. Hence, the exponential-like distribution observed at low doses and in small volumes should correspond to the dark current Probability Density Function (PDF) of a nuclear interaction (because the pixels have encountered a maximum of one nuclear interaction in these conditions). Thus, the empirical model uses an exponential dark current PDF fυ dark for a nuclear interaction:
Where x is the dark current in e -/s and υ dark , also expressed in e -/s, is the exponential mean of the PDF (i.e. the mean dark current increase per interaction for a given neutron energy). When the mean displacement damage per depleted volume is higher, the probability to have several nuclear interactions in some pixels becomes non negligible. Thus, the exponential PDF is convolved with itself to account for the superposition of nuclear interactions in the pixels. The total dark current distribution F is the sum of the n-fold convolutions (representing the dark current PDF of the pixels which encountered n interactions), each of them being weighted by Poisson's coefficients of a Poisson law of mean µ:
Where µ represents the mean number of interactions per pixel which has to be proportional to the mean displacement damage per depleted volume (which is the product of the depleted volume and the DDD) via a proportionality factor noted γ dark : Figure 2 represents an example of a total dark current distribution (in logarithmic scale) for an exponential mean υ dark = 1 Arbitrary Unit (A.U.) and for a mean number of interactions per pixel µ=2. In that case, 13% of the pixels have not encountered a nuclear event and are not part of the dark current increase distribution. The total distribution is the sum of the exponential law (pixels with one interaction) and the n-fold convolutions (pixels with n interactions, n ≥ 2), all of them weighted by the Poisson's coefficients (which represent the fraction of pixels that encountered n nuclear interactions with n ≥ 1). Because υ dark is the mean dark current per interaction, the mean dark current of the calculated total distribution is: , 
For nuclear interaction induced displacement damage, it has been shown that the mean dark current increase is proportional to the depleted volume and the DDD via the Universal Damage Factor (UDF) K dark [37] : ,
Since the model also needs to respect this condition on the calculated mean dark current increase, by combining Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) we obtain:
Hence, γ dark has to be inversely proportional to υ dark and Eq. Consequently, the empirical model has only one degree of freedom which is the exponential mean υ dark (because the mean dark current is given by the experimental distribution). Since υ dark represents the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction, it can depend on the neutron energy. Therefore, the best υ dark is determined for each neutron energy using the least square method between the calculated and the experimental distributions on all the pixel arrays irradiated at a given neutron energy. This approach allows to determine the dependence of υ dark (exponential mean of the dark current distribution) on the particle energy. The three first data points of the experimental distributions, which correspond to very low dark current increases, are not taken into account in the computation of the R-squared (R²) because they correspond, for the most part, to pixels which have not encountered nuclear events. Indeed, a small and homogeneous dark current increase of the entire pixel array is expected from the ionization due to silicon recoils within the silicon oxide. The very last data points (very high dark current increases) where the pixel count starts to become zero are also excluded from the calculation of R² because the statistics become too low. Once υ dark has been determined for each neutron energy, µ is determined for each irradiated pixel array using Eq.8 and the distributions are calculated using Eq. (2). They are compared to the experimental distributions to study the dependence of the dark current distribution on the pixel pitch, the pixel (photodiode) type and the DDD. The validity of this approach relies on the accuracy of the model, which is monitored for all the dark current distributions by the value of R².
Irradiated optical imagers and irradiation conditions
The main characteristics of the optical imagers irradiated in this work are presented in Table 1 . Integrated Circuit (IC) A comprises four conventional photodiode 3T-pixel optical sensors (see Fig. 1 (a) for a cross section of a 3T-pixel) with different pixel pitches, and IC B contains only one PPD 4T-pixel optical imager (see Fig. 1 (b) for a cross section of a PPD pixel). Both ICs were fabricated using a commercially available 0.18 µm CIS process which is different than the one tested in [30] . It is important to note that, being on the same silicon die, the four optical sensors of a single IC A are irradiated with exactly the same conditions. Seven ICs A and two ICs B were irradiated with neutrons at various DDD and neutron energies; the irradiation parameters are detailed in Table 2 . The DDD was calculated using tabulated NIEL values from [38] . The four optical sensors of IC A1 was irradiated with a non mono-energetic neutron beam centered on 23 MeV whereas all the other imagers were irradiated with monoenergetic neutron beams. Before the dark current measurement, the optical sensors were annealed at room temperature during 6 weeks for high energy neutron irradiated sensors (A1 to A5) and 12 days for low energy neutron irradiated sensors (A6 to B2). The UDF K dark , which represents the mean dark current increase per unit dose and volume, depends on the annealing time and measurement temperature [37] . It can be calculated using Fig. 3 in [37] for the annealing correction and using a dark current activation energy of 0.63 eV for the temperature correction (Eq. (11) in [37] ). At T=22°C, K dark is 0.098 e -/s/µm 3 /(TeV/g) for ICs A1 to A5 and 0.117 e -/s/µm 3 /(TeV/g) for ICs A6 to B2.
Experimental results

Estimation of the depleted volumes and depths
The depleted volume of the pixels can be estimated from Eq. (6) from the experimental DDD (Table 2) , the experimental mean dark current increase and the UDF K dark . Table 3 presents the mean depleted volumes averaged on all the irradiated CIS. The depleted volumes spread from 0.7 µm 3 for the small 4T-PPD pixel of sensor B to 370 µm 3 for the largest 3T-pixel of sensor A. Therefore, we can study the dependence of the dark current distribution (and test the empirical model) on a very wide range of depleted volumes.
The ratio between the mean depleted volume and the photodiode area (Table 1 ) also provides an estimation of the depleted depth (Table 3) ; it is about 2 µm for the conventional photodiodes and 0.3 µm for the PPD. The depleted depth of the conventional photodiodes slightly decreases with decreasing pixel pitch, which is expected due to three-dimensional effects on the depleted volume [39] . Indeed, in small pixel pitches, a larger part of the depleted volume lies into the highly P doped wells on the side of the photodiode [ Fig. 1(a) ], which reduces the ratio between the depleted volume and the photodiode area.
Effect of the pixel pitch (and depleted volume) on the dark current distribution
The dark current distribution dependence on the pixel pitch can be tested on ICs A, which contain four optical sensors with different pixel pitches (and very different depleted volumes, see Table 3 ) that can be irradiated in the same conditions. Figure 3 presents the experimental dark current distributions (data points) of the four optical imagers of IC A1 (irradiated with a neutron energy spectrum centered on 23 MeV and dose of 820 TeV/g) and of the optical sensors of IC A2 (irradiated with 400 TeV/g of 16 MeV neutrons) at T=22°C and after 6 weeks annealing. The dark current distributions are plotted in logarithmic scale on the y-axis (pixel count) to highlight the exponential shape of the dark current PDF. Because the 9 and 14 µm pixel pitch arrays contain eight times less pixels than the 4.5 and 7 µm pixel pitch arrays, their lowest pixel count is 8 instead of 1 as the distributions are normalized to have the same total pixel count for comparison. The distributions calculated with the model (with the optimum υ dark ) are represented by solid lines.
It is important to recall here that for a given IC, the sole free parameter is υ dark , and that all the other parameters required to plot the four distributions of a single IC are calculated (not adjusted) using the experimental mean dark current and the constant K dark, as presented in the previous section. Moreover, the exponential mean υ dark must be the same for all the optical sensors of a given IC because it represents the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction (which should not depend on the pixel pitch but only on the neutron energy). The optimum exponential mean is υ dark = 4.1.10 3 e -/s for both ICs here, and the goodness-of-fit are respectively R² = 0.991 and R² = 0.980 for ICs A1 and A2. Therefore, it seems that the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction is similar for 16 and 23 MeV neutrons. For a given IC, the agreement between the calculated and experimental distributions is good for all the pixel pitches with a same exponential mean υ dark (which is supported by the good R² values). Thus, the model is able to reproduce the dark current distribution for a wide range of pixel pitches (4.5 to 14 µm) and a very wide range of depleted volumes (9 to 370 µm 3 ) with a same exponential mean υ dark at a given particle energy. As shown later in Fig. 7 , the model also works in IC B (4T-PPD pixel) which has a very small depleted volume of 0.7 µm 3 . Therefore, the model can reproduce the dark current distribution dependence on the pixel pitch without changing υ dark , suggesting that the deformation of the dark current distribution is when the pixel pitch changes is due to the superimposition of nuclear interactions in the pixels (hypothesis of the model). Indeed, the experimental dark current distribution is exponential in the smallest pixel pitch where most of the pixels have encountered a maximum of one nuclear interaction (µ << 1), and becomes distorted in larger pixel pitches where many pixels have suffered several nuclear events (µ ≥ 1), as predicted by the model.
Effect of the Displacement Damage Dose (DDD) on the dark current distribution
In order to analyze the evolution of the dark current distribution over a wide range of DDD, three identical ICs A (A3 to A5) were irradiated at the same neutron energy (14.7 MeV) but with very different DDD from 100 TeV/g to 12,700 TeV/g. Figure 4 presents the experimental (data points) distributions for these three ICs and the calculated distributions with the optimum exponential mean υ dark (solid lines). The exponential mean, which represents the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction, must be the same for all the optical sensors of all the ICs because they were irradiated at the same neutron energy (υ dark should depend only on the particle energy, not on the DDD or pixel pitch). The optimum exponential mean here is υ dark = 4.1.10 3 e -/s, as for ICs A1 (23 MeV neutrons) and A2 (16 MeV neutrons) in the previous section. The goodness-of-fit is pretty good on all the sensors, with respectively R² = 0.955, R² = 0.986 and R² = 0.983 for sensors A3, A4 and A5.
At low DDD (IC A3), the distributions of all the pixel pitches (except the largest one) are exponential-like since most of the pixels have encountered one or no nuclear interaction (µ << 1). The dark current distribution of the 4.5 µm pixel pitch is not represented because very few pixels encountered nuclear events in this array; hence the statistics were too low to perform a proper analysis of the results. Overall, the statistics are low for this IC because of the very low DDD, which explains the higher variability of the data points and the slightly lower goodnessof-fit (R² = 0.955). On the other hand, at high DDD (sensor A5), all the dark current distributions (except in the smallest pixel pitch) are Gaussian shaped because the mean number of nuclear interactions per pixel is very high. Even the smallest pixel pitch distribution starts to be distorted because µ is slightly higher than 1.
In conclusion, the DDD has the same effect than the depleted volume on the dark current distribution, leading to a deformation of the exponential distribution when the mean number of nuclear interactions per pixel exceeds one. The agreement between the model and the data is good for all the DDD with a same exponential mean υ dark , which shows that the model can reproduce the dark current distribution dependence on the DDD with a same υ dark for a given particle energy. Therefore, the model can predict the dark current distributions for very different DDD (two orders of magnitude) in very different depleted volumes (9 to 370 µm 3 as shown in the previous section) without changing any parameters for a given particle energy. 
Effect of the neutron energy on the dark current distribution
In the two previous sections, it was observed that the optimum exponential mean was υ dark = 4.1.10 3 e -/s (for 6 weeks annealing) for 14.7, 16 and 23 MeV neutrons. Therefore, it seems that the exponential mean (mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction) is very similar for all these neutron energies. Figure 5 and Fig. 6 present the dark current distributions of ICs A7 and A8 irradiated at lower neutron energies (respectively 0.67 MeV and 0.22 MeV) and measured at T=22°C after 12 days of annealing.
Since the annealing time is shorter than for high-energy neutron irradiated sensors, the UDF K dark is higher (0.117 e -/s/µm 3 /(TeV/g) instead of 0.098 e -/s/µm 3 /(TeV/g)). The exponential mean, which represents the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction, must have the same dependence on annealing (and on measurement temperature) than the UDF (which represents the mean dark current increase per unit volume and dose). Hence, the exponential mean of the high-energy neutron irradiated optical sensors (υ dark = 4.1.10 3 e -/s for 6 weeks annealing) should be equal to υ dark = 4.9.10 3 e -/s after 12 days annealing [37] . As can be seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , the calculated distributions with υ dark = 4.9.10 3 e -/s (dashed lines) poorly reproduce the experimental distributions and the R² is very low (respectively R² = 0.792 and R² = 0.597). The exponential mean is overestimated because the experimental distributions are steeper than the calculated distributions. The optimum exponential mean for ICs A6 and A7 are respectively υ dark = 2.4.10 3 e -/s and υ dark = 1.4.10 3 e -/s; the corresponding calculated distributions are plotted in solid lines. In that case, the R-squared retrieve good values of respectively 0.990 and 0.983. Therefore, the exponential mean seems to decrease at low neutron energies (0.22 and 0.67 MeV) compared to high energy neutrons (14.7 to 23 MeV), suggesting that the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction is lower. We should note that, in the small pixel pitch optical imagers of IC A6 (0.67 MeV neutrons), the data points corresponding to the highest dark current increases have a higher pixel count than the model, which is an effect that was not observed for high energy neutrons. It is even more pronounced in the small pixel pitches of sensor A7 (0.22 MeV neutrons). Therefore, it seems that the dark current PDF of a nuclear interaction slightly diverges from an exponential law for low energy neutrons.
Eventually, Fig. 7 presents the dark current distributions for the two 4T-PPD optical sensors B1 and B2, irradiated at 0.22 MeV. The optimum exponential mean is υ dark = 1.2.10 3 e -/s, which is similar to the optimum exponential mean of the 3T optical imagers irradiated at the same neutron energy (IC A8, υ dark = 1.4.10 3 e -/s). This shows that the exponential mean is independent on the photodiode type (conventional or PPD). The slight difference may be due to the poor statistics in ICs B1 and B2 (R² = 0.921), because very few pixels have encountered nuclear events (the mean number of interactions per pixel µ is very low, respectively 0.011 and 0.058 for ICs B1 and B2). Once again, the dark current PDF on the nuclear interaction seems to deviate from an exponential law at this low energy, which can be seen by the numerous data points located above the model at large dark current increases. Fig. 7 . Experimental (points) and calculated (lines) distributions for sensors B1 (0.22 MeV, 210 TeV/g) and B2 (0.22 MeV, 1,050 TeV/g) with υ dark = 4.9.10 3 e -/s (dashed lines) and υ dark = 1.2.10 3 e -/s (solid lines).
Discussion
Effect of the particle energy on the exponential mean of the dark current distribution
In the previous work on this model [30] , an average exponential mean of υ dark = 6.2.10 3 e-/s was obtained for both high-energy neutrons (14.7 to 23 MeV) and very high-energy protons (60 to 500 MeV). The dark current was measured at T=23°C and after three weeks annealing, hence the UDF was slightly higher than for the high-energy neutron irradiated CIS tested in this work (0.118 e -/s/µm 3 /(TeV/g) instead of 0.098 e -/s/µm 3 /(TeV/g)). Hence, the exponential mean for high-energy neutrons in this work (υ dark = 4.1.10 3 e-/s at T=22°C and for 6 weeks annealing) should be equal to υ dark = 4.9.10 3 e-/s in the previous work conditions [37] because υ dark is proportional to K dark . This is lower than the average exponential mean in the previous work, which suggests that high-energy neutrons lead to a lower exponential mean than very high energy protons. Moreover, the experimental results in this work have shown that the exponential mean decreases at lower neutron energies. Therefore, the exponential mean (which represents the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction) seems to decrease for decreasing particle energies, which could be due to a decrease of the mean damage energy per nuclear interaction. Indeed, the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction should be proportional to the mean damage energy per interaction because the UDF should apply.
Theoretical and experimental estimation of the mean damage energy per interaction
The theoretical mean damage energy per nuclear interaction can be calculated from the PDF of the nuclear scattering energy. In this calculation, only elastic nuclear interaction in silicon will be considered and inelastic nuclear reactions will be neglected for simplicity. Figure 8 presents the PDF of the cosine of the elastic scattering angle (i.e. the angle between the incident and reflected neutron trajectories) for various neutron energies, from [40] . The energies were chosen as close as possible to the experimental energies tested in this work for comparison.
These PDF correspond directly to the nuclear elastic scattering energy PDF (i.e. the energy transmitted to the PKA, noted E PKA ) because the scattering energy is proportional to the cosine of the scattering angle [41] : Fig. 8 . PDF of the cosine of the elastic scattering angle in the Center of Mass (C.M.) axis system for various neutron energies in logarithmic scale, from [40] . This corresponds directly to the PDF of the PKA energy (zero for cos (θ) = 1, E max for cos (θ) = -1).
Where Z is the atomic mass of the target atom, E n is the neutron energy and E max is the maximum elastic scattering energy (for cos (θ) = -1):
Elastic scattering cosine angle PDF can also be found in [41] for comparison, for several energies between 600 keV and 14.6 MeV. From Fig. 8 , the mean PKA energy can be calculated for each neutron energy. The results are given in Table 4 and show that the mean PKA energy decreases with decreasing neutron energy.
The damage energy PDF can be deduced from the elastic scattering energy PDF by applying the Lindhard partition function [42] , which represents the fraction of the PKA energy converted into displacement damage (the rest being deposited into ionization). The damage energy PDF are presented in Fig. 9 and the corresponding mean damage energies are reported in Table 4 .
These values are in agreement with litterature; for example, the elastic mean damage energy at 20 MeV is 85 keV in [31] . On one hand, the mean damage energy per elastic nuclear interaction is almost equal for 14.1 and 20 MeV neutrons, which could explain why a similar exponential mean is obtained in the experimental results for 14.7, 16 and 23 MeV neutrons. On the other hand, the mean damage energy is much lower at low neutron energies (200 and 605 keV), which could explain the lower exponential mean for 0.22 and 0.67 MeV The mean damage energy per nuclear interaction can also be estimated from our experimental results. Indeed, υ dark is the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction and K dark is the mean dark current increase per unit dose and volume. Then, from Eq. (6), ρ/υ dark must correspond to the mean damage energy per nuclear interaction (where ρ, the density of silicon, appears because the dose in K dark is expressed per unit mass). The values of υ dark , γ dark = K dark / υ dark and the mean damage energy ρ/υ dark are presented in Table V for all the experimental neutron energies.
The experimental mean damage energy decreases with decreasing neutron energies like the theoretical mean damage energy. The theoretical (Table 4 ) and experimental ( Table 5 ) mean damage energies are quite close for high-energy neutrons (respectively 76 and 97 keV). The higher value for the experimental mean damage energy could be due to the contribution of inelastic nuclear reactions, which are not taken into account in the computation of the theoretical mean damage energy. Indeed, in [31] , the mean damage energy considering both elastic and inelastic interactions is 115 keV for 14 MeV neutrons (which is close to our experimental result of 97 keV), whereas it is only 85 keV with elastic interactions alone. In [32] , the mean damage energy for nuclear interactions is 85 keV for 20 MeV protons (which is close to 14.7 MeV neutrons) but it is about 120 and 165 keV for 60 and 500 MeV protons respectively. These higher mean damage energies for very high energy protons could explain why a higher average exponential mean was found in the previous work [30] compared to high-energy neutrons alone here. Eventually, for low energy neutrons (200 and 600 keV), the experimental damage energy is about twice as high as the theoretical mean damage energy, which suggests that the UDF K dark could be higher at these energies. Because low energy neutrons produce low energy PKA, it is possible that there are often no sub-cascades, which could lead to a more sparse damage and to a lower recombination of the Frenkel pairs [23] . Consequently, the amount of stable defects (and thus of dark current increase) per unit damage could be higher.
Overall, the similar trend observed for theoretical and experimental mean damage energies per nuclear interaction with respect to neutron energy (and the close values obtained for highenergy neutrons) confirms that the exponential PDF observed at low doses and in small depleted volumes corresponds to the dark current PDF of nuclear interactions rather than single defects (as supposed in section 2), and that the convolution behavior of the dark current distribution at higher doses or in larger volumes corresponds to the superposition of nuclear interactions in the pixels.
Absence of border effects on the dark current distribution
From Eq. (11), it can be seen that high-energy neutrons (23 MeV) produce elastic recoils with energies up to 3 MeV. A 3 MeV PKA has a range of 2.3 µm in silicon [43] , which is comparable to the dimensions of the smallest depleted volume in IC A (about 3.5 x 1.5 x 2 µm for the 4.5 µm pitch pixel) and to the smallest distance between the depleted volumes of adjacent pixels (about 1 µm). Hence, a damage cascade could start in the depleted volume and end outside of it, or inversely. It could also start in the depleted volume of one pixel and finish in the depleted volume of an adjacent pixel. These border effects should lead to a reduction of the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction, because the damage located outside of the depleted volume would not contribute to the dark current increase. The border effects should have a significant impact on the dark current distribution of small pixel pitch optical sensors [32, 35] ; in particular they should reduce the exponential mean for small pixel pitches compared to large pixel pitches. However, it has been seen in the experimental results that the dark current distributions of all the pixel pitches of a same IC A were accurately reproduced by the model with a same υ dark ; hence the border effects seem negligible. This is not surprising since high-energy elastic PKA are very rare for high-energy neutrons [Fig. 8 ]. The PPD of sensor B has dimensions of about 2 x 1 x 0.3 µm (Table 3) , and was irradiated with 0.22 MeV neutrons which produce elastic PKA of 23 keV or lower. In that case, the PKA range is limited to about 35 nm [43] , which is much smaller than the PPD depleted volume dimensions; hence the border effects are also negligible in this sensor.
Conclusion
Many space missions and nuclear experiments require optical imagers with outstanding low-light performances to be used in radiation environments. In irradiated CIS or CCD, the main factor limiting low light performance is the dark current increase. It needs to be predicted for various optical sensors and radiation environments in order to properly mitigate the image quality degradation. In this work, the effect of several optical imager features and radiation conditions on the dark current increase distribution has been studied independently: the pixel pitch (and consequently the depleted volume), the pixel/photodiode type, the particle fluence (DDD) and the particle energy. The effect of each parameter has been studied with the help of an empirical model, which assumes an exponential law as the dark current PDF of one nuclear interaction and convolves it when nuclear interactions superimpose in the pixels. It was observed that this model accurately calculates the dark current distributions of all the optical sensors irradiated at a same particle energy without changing any model parameter, regardless of the pixel pitch, photodiode type and DDD. The depleted volume and DDD were observed to have a similar and independent effect on the dark current distribution, producing a progressive deformation of the exponential law towards a Gaussian law when the mean number of nuclear interactions per pixel exceeds 1. Neither the pixel/photodiode type nor the technology (which is different than in [29] ) seems to have an effect on the dark current distribution. Eventually, it has been shown that the model works without changing any parameter for high energy neutrons (14.7 to 23 MeV) but requires an adjustment of the exponential mean (which represent the mean dark current increase per nuclear interaction) at lower neutron energies. This effect has been attributed to the lower mean damage energy per nuclear interaction for low energy neutrons.
In conclusion, the empirical model is based on hypotheses which seem to be representative of the real properties of the dark current distribution, and it can be used to predict the dark current increase distribution for various silicon solid state optical image sensors and radiation environments. For the neutron energies tested in this work (for which υ dark has been determined), the dark current increase distribution can be predicted in a given optical detector (for which the depleted volume is known) and for a given radiative environment (particle energy and fluence) using the corresponding exponential mean υ dark and using Eq. (3) to determine µ from the depleted volume, the DDD, υ dark and K dark from [36] (with γ dark = K dark / υ dark from Eq. (7)). For other neutron energies or other particles (protons but maybe also heavier ions), the model can be used as soon as the exponential mean has been determined. It allows taking the dark current increase into account when designing an optical imager instrument, in order to choose an appropriate mitigation technique and to limit the dark current degradation.
